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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an integrated system for face detection and
tracking in video sequences. The system consists of two modules,
namely face detection and face tracking. The automatic face de-
tection is based on a non-holistic object detection approach that
utilizes the appearance and the topology of facial components to
robustly detect faces in images. Both statistical and structural pat-
tern recognition domain techniques are applied. Tracking is per-
formed by representing the image intensity by a ��� deformable
surface model and then, exploiting a by-product of explicit sur-
face deformation governing equations in order to find and track
salient image features. The presented system can detect and track
multiple human faces and handle tracking failures (e.g. due to oc-
clusions). The combination of the detection and tracking schemes
supports automatic tracking with no need for manual initialization
or re-initialization and achieves satisfying performance in terms of
tracking quality and computational complexity.

1. INTRODUCTION

Tracking rigid objects (such as faces) in videos is a frequently
encountered task in many video-based applications that include
surveillance, human-computer interaction and ��� scene recon-
struction from uncalibrated video. Such a task is usually preceded
by a manual initialization step that provides the location of the ob-
ject of interest. Nevertheless, a detection module for automatic
initialization is essential in order to built a robust and automated
system.

Both automatic face detection and tracking need to deal with
various problems such as pose variations, varying lighting condi-
tions and different facial expressions and occlusion, in order to
achieve the desired robustness.

Face detection and face tracking are both very active research
topics. Although many different systems have been proposed, there
is still no robust generally applicable solution that can cope with
the various problems. Reviews of various face detection approaches
are provided in [1], whereas for a comprehensive review of differ-
ent tracking methods the reader is referred to [2].
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Fig. 1. Overview of system blocks.

2. OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM

Figure 1 shows the structure of the proposed system for automatic
detection and tracking of faces in videos. It consists of individ-
ual modules for face detection and face tracking. The face detec-
tion module is based on an component based approach that will be
shortly described in section 2.1. More details can be found in [1].
The face tracking module is based on a feature based tracking ap-
proach that was proposed in [3] and will be summarized in Section
2.2.

The system operates as follows. Starting with the first frame
of the video the face detection module tries to find faces within in-
dividual frames. If the detection is successful the tracking module
is applied to the detected face regions over successive frames until
the tracking of a face fails. In that case the face detection module
is invoked again, in order to recover the lost face. Furthermore, the
detection step can be applied periodically on the video in order to
detect new faces entering the scene. The proposed system can de-
tect and track multiple faces and its output is the bounding boxes
of all the faces in each frame. The system can cope with in-plane
rotation of faces up to 	�
 degrees.

2.1. Component based face detection

The goal of the face detection module is to find and localize faces
within individual video frames. It is based on a component-based
approach that combines techniques from the statistical and struc-
tural pattern recognition domain. While the facial component de-
tection is solely based on concepts from the former domain, the
topology verification relies on concepts from the latter domain.

Figure 2 illustrates the different steps of the face detection
module by showing intermediate results. Figure 2(a) shows the
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Fig. 2. Example illustrating the different parts of the face detec-
tion module: (a) Input image, (b) Facial component detection, (c)
Graph matching, (d) Wildcard estimation, (e) Face localization.

provided input image. In figure 2(b) the detection results of the
individual component detectors are given. As it can be seen the
nose and the mouth can not be detected due to occlusions. Figure
2(c) shows the result of the topology verification step. The se-
lected components from the component detection are highlighted
in red while inserted ‘wildcard’ components are highlighted in
green. Based on these results the wildcard components are esti-
mated as it can be seen in figure 2(d). Finally, the face region is
estimated based on the components and a graphical model of the
face (see figure 2(e)). Although only two components are detected
by the component detector, the face region is properly estimated
using this approach.

Component detection

The goal of the component detection stage is to localize the dif-
ferent facial components i.e. left eye, right eye, nose and mouth.
Therefore for each of the component types a specific detector is
built. All detectors are based on the same supervised learning ap-
proach proposed by Viola and Jones [4]. The only difference is the
data provided at the training stage.

The detectors follow the typical approach and utilize a row-
wise block scan with different block sizes to detect components in
various positions and sizes. For each block, Haar-like features are
extracted and given to a classifier cascade trained using the Ad-
aBoost approach. The classifier then decides if the actual block
contains the individual component or not. All detected compo-
nents are given to the topology verification step in order to find
combinations of them that might represent a face.

Topology verification

As it can be seen from figure 2(b) the component detection might
return too many components of a specific type (in this case, left
eye) or detect no components of a certain type ( no mouth and
nose are detected in the image). Structural pattern recognition and
more specific graph matching provides a straight-forward way to
handle these problems using topological information.

The topology verification is based on a graph model of the
face ������������ with a set of nodes � and a set of edges � .
Each individual component is considered as a node ����� with
additional information about its component type (left eye, right
eye, nose, mouth) and its size. Each edge ����� represents the
Euclidian distance between the centers of a pair of components.

A facial reference graph  built from multiple training faces
is used during the graph matching step to find the best matching

subgraph �"!# out of the various possible subgraphs � # .
The first step after the component detection is to construct a

component graph � . Each facial component becomes a node �
and all nodes of different types are connected with an edge � . For
each node pair $%��&'�(� in � two measures can be defined that rep-
resent the difference to the corresponding nodes )*�+$,�-�%)*� &�� in the
reference graph  : a size measure ./�+$%��&�� and a distance measure0 �+$%�,&�� . In the next step, edges that violate the typical face topol-
ogy are discarded based on size and distance thresholds

0
Threshold

and . Threshold. The resulting graph is called 1� and if the thresh-
olds

0
Threshold and . Threshold are appropriately selected, only edges

between components belonging to a single face remain.
The graph 1� is still quite large and consists typically of multi-

ple connected components that correspond to individual faces. The
connected component labeling decomposes the graph 1� into mul-
tiple graphs �32 with 4"65���7�7�78�%9 that can be interpreted as single
face candidates. The following steps are applied independently for
each �32 , a fact that helps to increase the speed considerably.

Each connected component �:2 might consist of a variable
number of facial components with varying types, locations and
sizes. The goal of the graph matching step is to find the best sub-
graph � # with respect to the reference graph  that consists of ex-
actly four different components (left eye, right eye, nose, mouth).
In order to cope with missing and inappropriate components, one
wildcard component for each type is introduced without any size
or distance information. Out of the resulting graph all possible
subgraphs � # with four different and at least two detected com-
ponents are choosen. For each of them the matching cost ; with
respect to the reference graph  is calculated using the following
general form

;<��� # ���= >@?BA<�+�*�DCE=>�F G�H ?�I B �+JK���*�DC�= >@L J �+M3� (1)

The unary function A<�+�*� is used to measure the dissimilarity
based on just one component � . Here the detection reliability based
on some skin color criteria could be used. The binary functionN �+JK���*� measures dissimilarities based on two components, such
as size and distance differences. The function OP�+M3� measures the
costs for missing components which are handled using wildcard
components M . Out of all possible subgraphs � # the one with the
smallest cost is chosen and called ��!# . If its cost value is below
some threshold ; Threshold, �"!# is declared to represent a face.

Face region localization

Finally the face region is estimated based on fixed relations ob-
tained from the reference graph and the coordinates of the sub-
graph components. The face region is described by a rectangle)QR�+SK�%TU�%M"��VU� where �+SK�WTP�WX correspond to its center, M and V
to its width and height respectively.

In order to handle multiple overlapping detections, a filter heuris-
tic is applied. Out of a set of overlapping face regions the one with
the lowest graph matching cost ; is chosen as the final face region.

2.2. Feature Point Tracking Based on 3D Physics-Based De-
formable Surface Modeling

In the presented tracking module, image intensity is represented as
a ��� surface ( SK�%TU�WYU�+SK�WTP� ) by combining both the spatial �+SK�WTP�
and grayscale YU�+SK�WTP� components of the image (Figures 3(a) and
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Fig. 3. (a) Facial image. (b) Surface representation of the image.
(c) Deformed model.

3(b)). An elastic ��� physics-based deformable model consisting
of a mesh of Z[\Z�]^Z L nodes, assumed to be equal to the image
height and width, can be used to model this surface (Figure 3(c)).

The deformable surface model is ruled by Lagrangian dynam-
ics: _a`bdc Cfehgbdc Cji bdc hk c � (2)

where b c stores the displacements for spatial and grayscale values
of the image and l denotes the l -th deformation time instance.

_
,e , and i [5] are, respectively, the mass, damping, and stiffness

matrices of the model and k c is the external force vector, usually
resulting from the attraction of the model by the image intensity
and the pixel coordinates.

Instead of finding directly the equilibrium solution of (2), one
can transform it by a basis change:bdc �m 1bdc � (3)

where m is a square nonsingular transformation matrix of orderZ to be determined and 1b c is referred to as the generalized dis-
placements vector. One effective way of choosing m is setting it
equal to a matrix n whose entries are the eigenvectors oqp (called
vibration modes) of the generalized eigenproblem:irospKftqup _ osp,� (4)

bdc �n 1bdc  vxw8vKy^v8z= p wd{ 1J cp os|�7 (5)

Equation (5) is referred to as the modal superposition equa-
tion. 1J cp is the amplitude of the $ -th component of 1b c and t�p is the
corresponding eigenvalue (also called frequency).

A significant advantage of the formulations described so far,
is that the vibration modes (eigenvectors) oqp and the frequencies
(eigenvalues) t�p of a plane topology do not have to be computed
using eigen-decomposition techniques but have an explicit formu-
lation [5]:tqu@� &���&�}+�� 	^~���*�%� � u ��� &� Z�]d� C �%� � u ��� & }� Z L ��� � (6)

o/� &��,&�}+�����7�7�78�%��� �x� &P� � 9B��5��Z�] ��� �s� & } � � 9 } ��5��Z L ��7�7�7W� X �
(7)

where &r�f������5���7�7�78��Z�]��\5@� , & } �f������5���7�7�78��Z L �\5@� , 9f��^5�� � ��7�7�78��Z�]�� , 9 } ���^5�� � ��7�7�78��Z L � , t u � &���& } �xht uF ��� { I v8zd� �-�
and o/� &���& } ���o F ��� { I v8zd� �-� .

In our case, where the initial and the final (desirable) deformable
surface states, i.e. the initial model configuration and the image
intensity surface, are known, it is assumed that a constant force
load k is applied to the surface model. In this case, equation (2) is
transformed into the following equation that is called equilibrium
governing equation and corresponds to the static problem:i b hk^� (8)

or in the modal space: 1i 1b �1k�� (9)

where 1ia6n X i(n , 1k:6n X k , k being the external force vector
based on the Euclidean distance between a pixel of the image and
the corresponding node coordinates.

In the new basis, equation (9) is simplified to ��Z scalar equa-
tions: tqup 1JUpd�1� p%7 (10)

The proposed tracking approach, computes for pixels �+SK�WTP�
of an image Y�� (or of an image region �/� ) that have to be tracked,
the generalized displacement vector 1b � of equation (9), on a small
window around the pixel. We consider that no deformations occur
along the S and T axes, i.e., deformations occur only along the
intensity 4 axis, driven by the intensity (grayscale value) of the
image under examination. Thus, for each component � 1J ����+  ¡ � 1J �¢-�+  ¡ �1J �2 �+  ¡�£ X of vector ¤b � �+SK�%TP� we have 1J ����+  ¡  1J �¢-�+  ¡ ¥� and the
characteristic feature vector is simplified to:¤b � �+SK�%TP�¦§� 1J � {d{ �+SK�WTP�-��7�7�78� 1J � vK¨svd© �+SK�%TP� £ X � (11)

where Z�ª and Z�« are the height and width of the deformable
surface model and 1J �p � �+SK�%TP� 7 1J �2 � ¡ �+SK�%TP� . It can be proven that¤b � �+SK�%TP� can result from the application of well known line and
edge detection operators (e.g. Laplacian, Prewitt operators) on the
area around the point of interest.

To achieve tracking, the proposed approach computes for each
feature point ¬ �p §�+SK�%TP� of the feature point set  � in image frameY�� the characteristic feature vector ¤b � �+SK�%TP� over a window Z�ª6®Z�« centered around ¬ �p and subsequently calculates ¯ �� H ¢ :

¯ �� H ¢  vK¨= vd©=F p H ��IW°w F { H { IU±± 1J �p H � �+SK�WTP� ±± 7 (12)

In order to find the position ¬ � �d{p ��+S } �%T } � of the feature
point $ in the next image frame Y�� �d{ , the algorithm computes the
characteristic feature vector ¤b � �d{ �²~U��³+� for each pixel of a search
image region with height Z�ªx´�µ,¶ and width Z�«'´�µ,¶ , centered at co-
ordinates �+SK�%TP� in image Y�� �d{ . The new location of feature point$ is given by:¬ � �d{p §�+S·}²�%T�}¸�x�U¹»º�¼�½x¾ � �p � ��¿ ¯ �� H ¢ ��¯ �p H � ¿ �-� (13)

where $<�6��Sr� vK¨KÀ%Á,Â � {u �B7�7�78�<SK�Ã7�7�78�<SÃC vK¨KÀ%Á,Â � {u � and&�����TQ� vd©/À%Á,Â � {u �Ä7�7�78��TU�Ä7�7�78��T<C vd©/À%Á,Â � {u � . The final
output is the bounding box which encloses all the tracked feature
points.

The initial feature point set (submodule ‘feature point selec-
tion’ in Figure 1) is determined to be the Å more salient feature
points on the image area under examination (in our case the output



Table 1. Precision and recall of the detection alone and the inte-
grated system for videos with different motions.

Motion Frames Detection alone Integrated system
P R P R

Free 961 97.5 97.0 98.9 90.0
Translation 780 99.4 99.5 100 100
Zoom 639 99.8 100 100 100
Tilt and pan 575 99.3 81.5 100 90.6
Roll 341 98.8 48.1 79.3 100

of the face detection module), i.e. the Å pixels that correspond to
the Å largest ¯ �� H ¢ values in (12) and at the same time maintain a
certain Euclidean distance from each other. A large value of ¯ �� H ¢
indicates that the Z�ªÆ®ÇZ�« window around a pixel ( SK�%T ) con-
tains edges, lines, corners or other characteristic features and thus
the corresponding pixel is suitable for tracking.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A substantial number of of test videos have been used for eval-
uating the proposed system. They have been obtained in indoor
and outdoor environments and contain different subjects, lighting
conditions, motions and occlusions.

The first set of experiments aimed at providing some reference
results for the evaluation of the combined system by measuring the
detection performance of the face detection module alone when
applied on each frame of a set of different videos. Therefore, typi-
cal measures for binary classification (detection) problems such as
true positives (TP), false positives (FP), false negatives (FN) were
obtained (using ground truth data) at the object level i.e. on the
basis of whether faces were correctly detected or not. Based on
these the well-known precision (P) and recall measures (R) were
calculated for the face detector.

The second set of experiments dealt with the evaluation of the
proposed integrated system for the same set of videos. In order to
make it comparable with the previous set of experiments the same
measures at object level were used. Both experiments are summa-
rized in table 1. The presented system is capable of processing full
PAL video sequences (24 bit color, resolution 720x576 pixels) at a
frame rate of 5�7 È�5 fps using Athlon XP 1.7 GHz with 512 MB of
RAM.

While the previous experiments examined the performance of
the proposed system at object level, the third set of experiments
considered the system performance in terms of the shape accu-
racy. Therefore, the bounding boxes of the ground truth and the
result were compared and their overlapping and non-overlapping
areas were found. TP, FP and FN were defined accordingly as the
common area of both bounding boxes, the area of the tracking box
not belonging to the ground truth box and the area of the ground
truth box not belonging to the tracking box, respectively. Again
precision and recall were calculated based on these values and fi-
nally combined into the so called f-measure (F). The results for
one video sequence are shown in figure 4 which plots these val-
ues over the individual frames. One can see for example that in
the frames ��5�É"�j� � 
 the tracking module looses the face due to
occlusion but the detection module recovers it later on.

The experimental results prove that the performance of the
presented system is satisfying. Detection offers robust results but

Fig. 4. Precision(P), recall (R) and f-measure (F) over the time for
an example video.

when it is combined with the tracking module, the computational
complexity is decreased and in the same time the performance of
the system is improved. Detection and tracking provide superior
results even in the cases of a moving, zooming, rolling or tilting
face.

4. CONCLUSION

An integrated face detection and tracking system was presented
in this paper. The automatic face detection is based on a non-
holistic object detection approach that utilizes the appearance and
the topology of facial components to robustly detect faces in im-
ages. A recently introduced

� � feature point tracking algorithm
based on the use of a parameterized ��� physics-based deformable
model was used in the tracking module.The results show that the
presented system produces superior detection and tracking results,
it copes with large variations of the face pose and can track the
faces for many successive frames.
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